GPS is a CDMA system using DSSS, and the length of the C/A cod used by GPS L1 band civil signal is 1023chips. As the Cross-Correlation peak between the C/A codes is not zero, it will degrade the performance of the detection probability. Detection of weak signal is becoming important in many applications like GPS remote sensing etc. Cross-Correlation caused by GPS Gold codes are representing significant problem in the observation of weak GPS signals. Measurement performance for high precision applications can significantly degrade by cross correlation properties of GPS. Sub-space projection techniques represent one of the numbers of different approaches that are available for cross-correlation mitigation, although these techniques have traditionally not been used due to computational complexity. An alternative technique to the use of full sub-space projection is a suboptimal approach i.e., otherwise based on the same principle, by the use of non-standard de-spreading codes that are not matched to weak signal spreading code but instead are modified to be orthogonal to each other strong signal spreading codes that are present at the time of observation of GPS signals. One such technique here we have is called Adaptive Modeling of Local-Code Replica.
INTRODUCTION
A GPS receiver operating in weak signal environments (like inside buildings or urban canyons) can simultaneously receive strong LOS (line-of-sight) signals as well as attenuated weak signals from satellites as in [1] . This will bring a problem that the receiver cannot receive sufficient normal signals from satellites, some received signals are reflected by buildings or shadowed by trees, and if these signals are so weak that it might be shaded by the normal signals resulting in crosscorrelation problem.
Cross correlation is Multiple access interference (MAI) in code-division multiple access (CDMA) systems such as GPS Navigation system. In the case of GPS where n is 10, it can be seen that for 75% of the code phases, there is negligible cross-correlation, but for the other 25% the dynamic range is limited to approximately 24 dB. Additional protection was desired because the legacy coarse acquisition (C/A) code could not offer more than approximately 24dB of cross-correlation protection.
With aim to enhance receiver's sensitivity, many schemes such as successive interference cancellation and parallel interference cancellation are proposed previously.
Cancellation techniques resolve the problem by constructing the strong signal and subtracting it from the input signal data-stream before baseband down-conversion and de-spreading. The main advantage of cancellation method is that they are relatively simple. Subspace projection techniques represent an alternative approach to resolving the cross-correlation problem. With these techniques, rather than using a de-spreading code that is matched to the transmitted code of the weak signal, a different code that rejects the strong signal cross correlations while still being able to observe the desired weak signal is used instead, with the new de-spreading code having the property of being able to extract the component of the weak signal subspace that does not lie within the interference subspace. The reason for the method not being widely used is due to the difficulty in constructing the required codes in real time, with the code construction technique requiring a significant amount of matrix arithmetic on vectors and matrices that have a length defined by the number of samples in each C/A code epoch. This is a possible solution to the MAI problem, namely minor modification of the locally generated PRN code-replica c r to some other code-replica c r* such that the new strong/weak CC sequence becomes balanced.
CORRELATION PROPERTIES OF C/A CODE
The Coarse Acquisition (C/A) is the signal mainly used for civilian applications and it is characterized by a 1023 chips long periodic sequence with chipping rate equal to 1.023 MHz. Therefore an entire period of the code lasts 1ms. One of the most important properties of the C/A codes is their correlation result. The C/ A-code autocorrelation peaks are higher than cross-correlation peaks by just 21-24 dB, which can cause false acquisition as in [4] The Gold codes are not orthogonal but near orthogonal, implying that the cross correlations are not zero but have small values. The cross correlation of any 2 GPS L1 C/A codes takes on only three values. These values are -1, -t and t -2.
For codes of length 1023, t= 2 (n+2)/2 +1 where n = 10.This gives false peaks of 63 and -65. This limits the dynamic range of a typical receiver employing these de-spreading codes to 24 dB. It is also interesting to note that the cross correlation peaks have a similar magnitude to the autocorrelation sidelobe peaks. The auto-correlation of a Gold code of length 1023 has the value of 1023 when aligned and otherwise has the values-1, 63 or-65 as in [2] as shown (see Figure 1) The cross-correlation between the C/A codes of two satellites is defined as
Where CA i is the C/A code for the i-th satellite and CA j is the C/A code for the j-th satellite and i=j. For the C/A code n=even=10, thus, P=1023 as in [4] . 
CONCEPT OF CROSS CORRELATION MITIGATION
The total signal received by the GPS receiver is by a strong signal (S S 1) which modulated by PRN1 and a weak signal (W S 1), modulated by PRN2 then total composed signal can be described by
Let the received signal correlate with local code replica PRN2 code PN2R, the correlation result is
Here ∑ means sum of cross correlation result, since the standard correlation between PRN2 and PN2R is 1, so this can be given as:
In this method, the main problem is how to modify the local C/A code that eliminates the cross-correlations. For this, assume two binary pseudo-random sequences (PRN) c w (i) and c s (i) both of length L, the cross-correlation between the two sequences(CC ws (i)) is calculated as, ) ( Thus, a non-zero cross-correlation cc ws occurs because the cross correlation sequence cc ws is unbalanced, which means the number of 1's is different to the number of -1's. It is necessary to continually adjust the local code-replica as the relative code phases vary due to satellite Doppler or user motion. This immediately suggests a method by which the cross correlations may be mitigated, i.e., modifying the weak PRN c w . The method was proposed for both cases, single strong signal masking a weak signal and multiple strong signals masking a weak signal resulting in MAI. The following sections explore this concept in more detail considering a method called Adaptive Modeling of Local Code-Replica (AMLCR).
ADAPTIVE MODELING OF LOCAL CODE-REPLICA 4.1 Concept and Pseudo-Code Description of Single Strong Signal Case
The idea of AMLCR is rather than using a dispreading code c w (i)that is exactly matched to the weak signal, a slightly different dispreading code c ŵ (i) that is close to c w (i)is used. When the AMLCR technique was first imagined, it was in relation to the simple case of a single strong GPS signal interfering with the single weak signal results in crosscorrelation problem, it is for this reason that scenario is considered first. In all such cases, it is assumed that the strong signal is being tracked and as such, the sample code sequence for the strong signal c s1 (i) is available and the effects of data bits on the strong signal are initially ignored. One simple method to generate the required code is to make immediate changes to the starting code until the cross correlation has been reduced to the required level. To do this, the cross correlation for the next epoch is pre-calculated thereby determining the amount of change required to eliminate the cross correlation as in [10] . This is followed by the modification process, which for a single strong C/A code signal requires approximately 32 chips in a sequence of 1023 chips be modified since the cross correlation level is either -65 or 63. To achieve this, the cross-correlation (CC) that would occur without any mitigation cc w,s (1, 1) (Nt s ) is calculated prior to the start of each code epoch so that the magnitude of the changes required to eliminate the CC can be determined. This process is explained through algorithmic representation expressed as pseudo-code as followed as in [12] 1. Set the sample weighting-factor W to 2, when a sample is inverted this being an amount by which the cross-correlation changes. 
and adjust CC p so that its magnitude is reduced by 2W (a 'chip-flip'for 1-bit codes). 
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To confirm that the proposed technique is effective in enhancing the mitigation of MAI, Validation of AMLCR was performed in MATLAB ® . The simulation consists of three steps.
i.)
The first step of the simulation was generation of a C/A code epoch of specified satellites. ii.)
The Second step of the simulation is to estimate the cross correlation level.
The third step in the simulation is to perform the proposed AMLCR technique. A simple example with two length 31 Gold codes is given in Fig 4 at a code phase offset for which significant cross correlations occur. It can be seen that the partial CC is driven to a small value when the process has been applied and that the PRN changes are applied near the start of the code sequence. A simple example with four length 31 Gold codes is given (see figure 6 )at a code phase offset for which significant cross correlations occur. It can be seen that the partial CC is driven to a small value when the process has been applied and that the PRN changes are applied near the start of the code sequence. 
Single Strong Signal Case
The first preliminary simulation result to be discussed is for the case of a single strong signal and a single weak signal. The signal parameters for the test case described here are given in below table which are taken from NovAtel OEM4 GPSolution Software at [3] The below figures shows the mitigation of cross-correlation in GPS. It can be seen that the partial CC is driven to a small value when the process has been applied and that the PRN changes are applied near the start of the code sequence. 
Two Strong Signal Case
The second preliminary simulation result to be discussed is for the case of a two strong signals and a single weak signal.
The signal parameters for the test case described here are given in below table which are taken from NovAtel OEM4 GPSolution Software at [3] The below figures shows the mitigation of cross-correlation in GPS. It can be seen that the partial CC is driven to a small value when the process has been applied and that the PRN changes are applied near the start of the code sequence. 
Three Strong Signal Case
The third preliminary simulation result to be discussed is for the case of a two strong signals and a single weak signal. The signal parameters for the test case described here are given in below table which are taken from NovAtel OEM4 GPSolution Software at [3] The below figures shows the mitigation of cross-correlation in GPS. It can be seen that the partial CC is driven to a small value when the process has been applied and that the PRN changes are applied near the start of the code sequence. 
Conclusion
In this project the new "Adaptive Modeling of Local Code Replica" (AMLCR) for cross-correlation mitigation based on the very simple principle technique of inverting or flipping 'chip' elements of the locally generated pseudo-random-noise (PRN) codes used to de-spread the received signal. Unlike traditionally formulated subspace projection methods, this technique employs simple constraints to achieve the crosscorrelation reduction and also compared to Cancellation techniques which includes the cancellation of strong signals serially and simultaneously, the proposed technique is not complex and subtractions of strong signals are not necessary. Complexity in the proposed technique compared to previous technique discussed above is very much less. MATLAB simulations have been used to show the feasibility of the technique in the case of a single strong signal and up to three strong signals. The proposed technique was successfully implemented in MATLAB Platform so that he reduction in the cross-correlation magnitude was shown which results in the successful acquiring of low signal strength signals. Analysis and simulation of the technique proved the process to be feasible. Selection of the 'chip' elements to be inverted required locating those elements satisfying a particular set of limitations among all of the CC sequences, although as the number of strong signals was increased it was found to be progressively more difficult to achieve this. This limited the process to cases in which the number of strong signals requiring mitigation was less than or equal to four. 
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